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Abstract. In this work we propose a verification methodology consisting of se- 
lective quantitative timing analysis and interval model checking. Our methods can 
aid not only in determining if a system works correctly, but also in understand- 
ing how well the system works. The selective quantitative algorithms compute 
minimum and maximum delays over a selected subset of system executions. A 
linear-time temporal logic (LTL) formula is used to select either infinite paths or 
finite intervals over which the computation is performed. We show how tableaux 
for LTL formulas can be used for selecting either paths or intervals and also for 
model checking formulas interpreted over paths or intervals. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of our methods we have verified a complex and 
realistic distributed real-time system: Our tool has been able to analyze the system 
and to compute the response time of the various components. Moreover, we have 
been able to identify inefficiencies that caused the response time to increase 
significantly (about 50%). After changing the design we not only verified that the 
response time was lower, but were also able to determine the causes for the poor 
performance of the original model using interval model checking. 

1 Introduction 

This work presents a verification methodology that can provide both quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of  systems. The analysis can aid not only in determining system 
correctness, but also in understanding how well the system works. The method consists 
of  selective quantitative timing analysis and interval model checking and is based on 
two concepts: quantitative timing analysis, and tableaux for linear-time temporal logic. 

In [8] we have shown how quantitative symbolic algorithms can be used to analyze 
the behavior of  a system. Our method computes minimum and maximum delays between 
the occurrence of  two events, as well as the number of  times a specified condition 
occurs in such an interval. The timing correctness o f  a system can be evaluated by 
this method. Reaction time to important events can be computed as well as analyzing 
how the system behaves during the interval between event and response. In general, 
performance parameters can be analyzed using this technique. 

* This research was sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation under grant no. 
CCR-8722633, by the Semiconductor Research Corporation under contract 92-DJ-294, and 
by The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Information Science and Technology 
Office, under the title "Research on Parallel Computing", ARPA Order No. 7330, issued by 
DARPA/CMO under Contract MDA972-90-C-0035. 
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Typically, the quantitative analysis investigates all intervals between a set of initial 
states start and a set of final states finaL In many cases, however, it is desirable to restrict 
the consideration to only execution paths that satisfy a certain condition. This can help in 
understanding how the system reacts to different conditions. For example, one common 
technique for achieving good performance is to optimize a design for the most common 
cases, while maintaining correctness for the uncommon ones. The designer can optimize 
response time by restricting system behavior to the most frequent cases. Correctness 
can then be checked by removing the restrictions. 

In this work we use a formula of the linear-time temporal logic LTL to specify a set 
of paths selected to be verified. Quantitative analysis is then applied only to those paths 
along which the formula holds. We also extend the technique for cases in which a more 
precise analysis is needed, by requiring that the selecting formula be true exactly on the 
investigated interval and not just anywhere on the path. 

To strengthen our verification methodology, we combine selective quantitative anal- 
ysis with model checking. Traditionally, LTL model checking procedures [11, 19, 27] 
accept a structure that models the system, a set of initial states, and an LTL formula. The 
procedures determine whether the formula holds on all infinite paths of the structure 
starting on some initial state. In this work we extend the construction of L11] also for 
interval model checking, that is, checking a formuIa with respect to finite intervals. 

Main Characteristics: Both interval model checking and selective quantitative 
analysis can be used to extract information related to specific "parts" of a system without 
changing the model. Similar information sometimes can be obtained by restricting the 
model to disable uninteresting behaviors, or by marking the interesting ones using 
observer modules. However, these techniques frequently modify system behavior, and 
consequently properties are checked on a model different than the original one, possibly 
hiding important errors, or introducing false ones. 

Moreover, the fact that properties are verified over finite intervals, allows very 
different types of properties to be expressed. It is possible to check for "traditional" 
properties such as safety and liveness, but also to investigate system behavior in more 
detail. In the real-world not all possible execution sequences are equally interesting. 
Nor are all possible time intervals within a path. Understanding how the system reacts 
in different situations allows for a detailed analysis that can aid not only in determining 
if the system works, but also in understanding how well the system works. 

Related Methods: There are several other approaches to the verification of timed 
systems. For example, dense time is modeled by [1, 2, 17, 23, 28]. Those methods 
model time very accurately~ However, the state space of dense time models is infinite, 
and these tools rely on the construction of a finite quotient structure called region graph. 
This construction is extremely expensive, limiting the size of problems that can be 
handled. Dense time models seem to be better suited for smaller problems in which time 
accuracy must be very high. On the other hand, models such as the one proposed are 
well suited to model large complex systems in which the accuracy can be easily handled 
by choosing an appropriate time quantum, as can be seen by the example in this paper. 

Discrete time is used by other tools such as [16, 29]. These tools, however, do not 
allow the quantitative analysis of systems as the proposed method. In [14] quantitative 
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analysis is implemented, but with a more limited scope. Dense time models allowing 
restricted quantitative analysis can be found in [17, 28]. 

Linear-time temporal logics interpreted over both infinite paths and finite intervals 
have been introduced in [20, 21]. However, they use tableau only for satisfiability and 
do not handle either quantitative analysis or interval model checking. Interval logics are 
also used in [25], but in a theorem proving context. 

More important when comparing these methods, however, is the fact that these tools 
do not allow a selective verification of properties as the proposed method. They provide 
no natural way in which a subset of behaviors can be analyzed in isolation, not allowing 
as rich an analysis as the proposed method. The closest method to our selection of paths 
or intervals is the use of fairness constraints in model checking [13, 15, 22]. However, 
there a fairly restricted types of properties were used for selection, while we can handle 
any LTL formula. Moreover, only infinite paths can be selected in these works. 

A Distributed Real-Time System: To demonstrate the usefulness of our method, 
we have applied it to a distributed real-time system of realistic complexity, derived from 
the example described in [26]. Real-time systems are used in many critical applications 
such as aircraft control or medical monitoring systems. Because of the consequences of 
failures in such systems, determining their correctness is a vital task. 

Several features of this example make it an interesting target for our techniques. It 
is a system of realistic complexity, its components are existing systems and protocols 
executing a mixture of multimedia, traditional real-time and non-real time tasks. Also, 
the distributed nature of the system makes the interaction among its various components 
much richer. This also makes its analysis more difficult. 

Our tools have been able to analyze the system and verify that the deadlines are 
met by the design. Moreover, we have been able to identify inefficiencies that caused 
the response time to increase significantly (about 50%). After changing the design we 
not only verified that the response time was lower, but were also able to determine the 
causes for the poor performance of the original model using interval model checking. 

2 A tableau for LTL 

Our specification language is a linear-time temporal logic called LTL [24]. The logic is 
used for two different purposes. One is to specify a property of the system that needs to 
be verified. The other is to specify a set of selected paths that will be verified. In both 
cases we use a tableau [19, 27, 11] for the formula. 

We first give the syntax of LTL. Given a set of atomic propositions AP,  LTL is 
defined inductively as follows. Every atomic proposition is an LTL formula. I f  f and 9 
are LTL formulas then -~f, f V #, X f and f U g are also LTL formulas. 

The semantics of LTL is defined with respect to a labeled state transition graph 
called Kripke Structure. A Kripke structure M = (S, R, L) has a finite set of states S, 
a transition relation R C_ S x S, and a labeling function L : S --+ 79(AP), associating 
with each state the set of atomic propositions true in that state. 

An infinite sequence so, sl, �9 �9 �9 of states in S is a path in the structure M from a 
state s i f f s  = s0 and for every j >_ O, (sj, 8j+l) E R. A finite sequence [ so , . . . ,  Sn] 
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is an interval in a structure M from a state s iff s = so and for every 0 < j < n, 
(sj, sj+l) E R. An interval may be a prefix of either a finite or an infinite path. Thus, 
s,~ may or may not have successors in M. The size of interval ~r = [so , . . . ,  s,~], denoted 
1~1, is n. ~ is defined iff 0 < j _< n and it denotes the suffix of cr, starting at sj. 

For a formula f ,  a path rr, and an interval ~, M, 7r ~path f means that f holds 
along path rr in the Kripke structure M. M, ~ ~i~t f means that f holds along interval 

in M. Given a set of initial states So, we say that M, So ~path f iff for every path 7r 
from every state in So, M, 7r ~p~th f .  Given two sets of states start and final, we say 
that M, [start, final] ~int f i fffor every interval ~r from some state in start to some 
state in final, M, c~ ~int f .  In this work whenever we refer to a path (an interval) that 
satisfies a formula, satisfaction is with respect to ~path (~i,~t). The relation ~path is 
the standard satisfaction relation for LTL (see, for example, [11]). The relation ~i,~t 
is identical to ~path for atomic propositions and boolean connectives. For temporal 
operators it is defined by (M is omitted if clear from the context): 

4. cr ~int Xgl  r ]~r I > 0 and ~r 1 ~ n t  gl. 
5. cr ~i,~t gl U g2 r 3k[0 < k < n Acr k ~i , t  g2 A Vj[0 < j < k --~ o'3" ~i,~t gl]]. 

When writing LTL formulas, we use the abbreviations F f = true U f and G f = 
-', F -',f. Note that, in the definition of [so, . . .  sn] "~ f we do not consider successors 
of sn (whether exist or not). This definition is meant to capture the notion of an 
interval satisfying a formula independently of its suffix (satisfaction is always defined 
independently of the prefix). 

Let f be an LTL formula. We construct a Kripke structure T(f) ,  called the tableau 
for f ,  that contains all paths and intervals satisfying f .  To identify paths in the tableau 
that satisfy f we will use fairness constraints. A fairness constraint for a structure M 
can be an arbitrary set of states in M, usually described by a formula of the logic. A 
path in M is said to be fair with respect to a set of fairness constraints if each constraint 
holds infinitely often along the path. 

Let APf be the set of atomic propositions in f .  T( f )  = (ST, RT, LT) has ANy as 
its set of atomic propositions. The set of tableau states is ST = P (el (f)), where el (f)  
is the set of elementary formulas defined by: 

- el(p) = {p} i fp  e APy - el(g V h) = el(g) U el(h) 
- e l ( - ,g )  = ~l(g)  - et(g U h) = { X ( g  U h)}  U e~(g) V d ( h )  
- e l ( X g )  = { X g }  U el(g)  

Let sat(f) be the set of states in the tableau that should satisfy f .  It is defined by: 

- sa t (g )  = { s  I g ~ s} ,  g e e l ( f )  - sat(-~g) = { s  I s ~ ~ a t (g ) }  
- sat(g V h) = sat(e) U sat(h) 
- sat(g U h) = sat(h) U (sat(g) ,~ sat(X(g U h))) 

The transition relation RT is RT(S, J )  = Axge~t(])(s  E sat(Xg) r s' E sat(g)). 
Finally, the labeling function, LT (s) = s N APf and the set of fairness constraints for 
f ,  Fair(f)  = {sat(-~(g U h) V h) I g U h occurs in f} .  

The constructed tableau T(f)  includes every path and every interval which satisfies 
f .  The following theorem characterizes those paths and intervals. 
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Theorem 2.1 For every path 7r in T(f),  if rr starts from a state s E sat(f) and 7r is 
fair for Fair( f )  then T(f) ,  7r ~pa~h f. Moreover, For every interval tr = [ to, . . . ,  tn] 
in T(f) ,  ifto E sat(f) andtn E 79(AP]) then T(f) ,  tr ~int f. 

In the algorithms presented later we will use the product P = (Sp, Rp, Lp) of 
T(f) = (ST, RT, LT) with the verified structure M = (SM, RM, LM). We restrict the 
atomic propositions of f ,  APy to be a subset of AP: 

- Sp = {(s,t) ls E SM,t  E ST and LM(S)tqAPy = LT(t)}. 
- Rp((s, t), (s', t')) iff RM(S, s') and R~(t, t'). 
- Lp((s,t))  = LT(S). 

3 CTL Model Checking 

CTL [4, 12] is a branching-time temporal logic that is similar to LTL except that each 
temporal operator is preceded by a path quantifier- either E standing for "there exists 
a path" or A standing for "for all paths". CTL is interpreted over a state in a Kripke 
structure. The path quantifiers are interpreted over the infinite paths starting at that state. 

CTL model checking is the problem of finding the set of states in a Kripke structure 
where a given CTL formula is true. One approach for solving this problem is symbolic 
model checking using a representation called binary decision diagram (BDD) [5] for 
the transition relation of the structure. This representation is often very concise. We 
use the SMV model checking system [22] that takes a CTL formula f ,  and the BDD 
that represents the transition relation. SMV computes exactly those states of the system 
that satisfy the formula f .  SMV can also handle model checking of a CTL formula 
with respect to a structure with fairness constraints. The path quantifiers in the CTL 
formula are then restricted to fair paths. The CTL model checking under given fairness 
constraints can also be performed using BDDs. 

4 Quantitative Timing Analysis 

Several methods have been proposed to verify timed systems, as has been discussed in 
the introduction. Typically, verifiers assume that timing constraints are given explicitly 
in some notation like temporal logic and determine if the system satisfes the constraint. 
In [8] we have described how to verify timing properties using algorithms that explicitly 
compute timing information as opposed to simply checking a formula. This section 
briefly describes that approach, which is later used in this work. 

A Kripke structure is the model of the system in our method. Currently the system 
is specified in the SMV language [22]. The structure is represented symbolically using 
BDDs. It is then traversed using algorithms based on symbolic model checking tech- 
niques [6]. All computations are performed on states reachable from a predefined set of 
initial states. We also assume that the transition relation is total. 

We consider first the algorithm that computes the minimum delay between ~wo 
given events (figure 1). Let start and final be two nonempty sets of states, often given as 
formulas in the logic. The minimum algorithm returns the length of (i.e. number of edges 
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in) a shortest interval from a state in start to a state infinaI. I f  no such interval exists, the 
algorithm returns infinity. The function T(S )  gives the set of  states that are successors of  
some state in S. The function T, the state sets I and I ' ,  and the operations of  intersection 
and'union can all be easily implemented using BDDs [6, 22]. The minimum algorithm 
is relatively straightforward. Intuitively, the loop in the algorithm computes the set of  
states that are reachable from start. I f  at any point, we encounter a state satisfyingfinal , 
we return the number of  steps taken to reach that state. 

proc minimum (start, final) 
i = 0 ;  
R =start; 
R' = T( R) U R; 
while (R' r R A R n final = O) do 

i = i + I ;  
R =R' ;  
R' = T(R')  U R'; 

if ( R N finaI • O) 
then return i; 
else return co; 

proc maximum (start, final, not_final) 
if (start N (final tO not_final) = 0) 

then return co; 
i = 0 ;  
1~ =TRUE; 
R' =not-final; 
while (R p ~ R A R' N start r O) do 

i = i + 1 ;  
R =  R'; 
R' = T - l  ( R ') N not_final; 

if (n  = n') 
then return ~ ;  
else return i; 

Fig. 1. Minimum and Maximum Delay Algorithms 

The second algorithm returns the length of a longest interval from a state in start 
to a state infinal. I f  there exists an infinite path beginning in a state in start that never 
reaches a state infinal, the algorithm returns infinity. The function T - 1  (S) gives tile set 
of  states that are predecessors of  some state in S. nat.final represents the states that do 
not satisfy final (except in the interval selective case, see below). 

The initial conditional is only used when computing properties over intervals. As 
will be seen later, in this case not_final correspond to states not in final, but which 
eventually lead to final. Therefore, if no starting state is in final, or leads to final, the 
algorithm returns infinity. 

Informally, the algorithm computes at stage i the set R t of  all states at the beginning 
of  an interval of  size i, all contained in not_final. The algorithm stops in one of two 
cases. E i the r /T  does not contain states from start at stage i. Since it contained states 
from start at stage i - 1, the size of  the longest interval in not_final from a state in start 
is i - 1. Since the transition relation is total, this interval has a continuation to a state 
outside not4~nal, i.e. to a state infinal. Thus, there is an interval of  length i f rom start 
tofinal and the algorithm returns i. In the other case, a fixpoint is reached meaning that 
there is an infinite path within not.final from a state in start. The algorithm in this case 
returns infinity. Both minimum and maximum algorithms are proven colxect in [8]. 

5 The Proposed Method 

5.1 Selective Quantitative A n a l y s i s - -  Over Paths 

Given two sets of  states start  and f i na l  in M and an LTL formula f0 we compute the 
lengths of  a shortest interval and a longest interval from a state in start  to a state in 
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f i na l  along paths from start that satisfy f .  The formula f is interpreted over infinite 
paths and is used to select the paths over which the computation is performed. The 
minimum and maximum algorithms with path selection are: 

1. Construct the tableau for f ,  T(f). 
2. Construct the product P of T ( f )  and M.  
3. Use the model checking system SMV on P to identify the set of states fair in P,  

where a state (s, t) E Sp (s E M, t E T( f ) )  is in fair iff t is the beginning of a 
path which is fair with respect to Fair(f). 

4. Construct P ' ,  the restriction of P to the state set fair. P'  = (S~, R~p, L~p) is defined 
by: S~ = fair, Rip = Rp  f3 (S~ x SIp) and for every s E fair, L~o(s) = Lp (s). 

5. Apply minimum(st, fn )  and maximum(st, f n ,  not_fn) to P ' ,  with st = (start x 
sat( f ))  M fair, f n  = (final • ST) M fair, and not_fn = fair - fn. 

The algorithms work correctly because P contains all paths of M that are also paths 
of T ( f )  (proof in the full paper). P~ is restricted to the fair paths of T( f ) .  Thus, every 
path in P '  from (start • sat (f))M S~ satisfies f .  Consequently, applying the algorithms 
to P '  from (start • sat( f ))  M S~p to ( f inal  x ST) f3 S~p over states in f a i r  gives the 
desired results. 

As mentioned before, in order to work correctly, the algorithm maximum must 
work on a structure with a total transition relation. The transition relation of P is not 
necessarily total. However, the transition relation of P~ is total since every state in f a i r  
is the beginning of some infinite (fair) path. 

We have applied the method in the analysis of the PCI Local Bus [10], where it has 
been used to limit the number of transaction aborts being considered. 

5.2 Selective Quantitative Analysis - -  Over Intervals 

Given two sets of states start and f ina l  and an LTL formula f ,  we compute the lengths 
of a shortest and a longest intervals from a state in start to a state in f ina l  such that f 
holds along the interval. Here the formula f is interpreted over intervals and we consider 
only the intervals between start  and f ina l  that satisfy f .  We will use a special formula 
prop to identify the set of tableau states that contain only atomic propositions. 

prop = {s E STIS E P ( A P f  ) }. 

The formula prop is a set of states in T( f ) .  We extend prop to prop;, which is the 
corresponding set of states in P.  The formula f inalp is the similar extension of f inal:  
-prop;  = {(s,t) c Is c s ,t cprop} 
- f i n a l  v = {(s,t)  E Sp Is C f inal ,  t E ST} 
We will also use a CTL formula C to identify the set of states over which the maximum 
algorithm is computed. 

C = - f i n a l ;  A g[-~final; U (prop; A E F  f ina l  v)]. 

States in C lead to states that are endpoints of intervals satisfying f (states in prop;,, see 
theorem 2.1), and then lead to states in f inalp.  The requirement that f ina l  v does not 
hold until prop; is needed because an interval ending in f ina l  v without going through 
prop; does not satisfy f .  
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The minimum and maximum algorithms with interval selection are: 

1. Construct the tableau for f ,  T( f) .  
2. Construct the product P of T(f )  and M. 
3. Use the model checking system SMV on P to identify the set of states that satisfy 

the CTL formula C. 
4. Let st = (start • sat(f)) N Sp and let f n = (final • prop) ASp.  The algorithms 

minimum(st, fn)  and maximum(st, fn ,  C) when applied to P will return the length 
of the shortest and longest intervals, respectively, between start and f inal  that 
satisfy f .  

The correctness of the algorithm relies on the fact that P contains all intervals that are 
both in T( f )  and M. Moreover, intervals of T( f )  from sat(f) to prop satisfy f .  Thus, 
the algorithms compute shortest and longest lengths over intervals from start to f inal  
that satisfy f .  The proof can be found in the full paper. 

When the maximum algorithm is computed over the set notfinal of states not in 
final, it is necessary to require that the transition relation of the structure is total in 
order to guarantee that the computed intervals terminate at a state in final. Here the 
maximum algorithm is computed over the set of states satisfying the formula C. This 
guarantees that the computed intervals terminate at final without the need to require that 
the transition relation is total. 

5.3 Interval Model Checking 

Given a structure M and two set of states start and final,  we say that an interval 
cr = [so , . . . ,  sn] from a state in start to a state in f inal ispure ifffor all 0 < i < n, si 
is neither in start nor in f inal.  

Given a structure M, two sets of states start and final,  and an LTL formula f ,  the 
interval model checking is the problem of checking whether the formula f ,  interpreted 
over intervals, is true of all pure intervals between start and f inal  in M. 

Interval model checking is useful in verifying periodic behavior of a system. A 
typical example is a behavior occurs in a transaction on a bus. If  we want to verify that 
a certain sequence of events, described by an LTL formula f ,  occurs in a transaction 
we can define start to be the event that starts the transaction and f inal  to be the event 
that terminates the transaction. Interval model checking will verify that f holds on all 

intervals between start and f inal.  
Let M, start, f inal,  and f be as above. The algorithm given below determines the 

interval model checking problem using the algorithm minimum of figure 1. 

1. Construct the tableau for -~f, T(-~f). 
2. Compute the product P of T(-~f) and M. 
3. Apply the algorithmminimum(st, fn) to P with st = (start • sat(-,f)) n Sp and 

f n  = (final • prop) N Sp. 
4. If  the minimum is c~ then there is no pure interval from start to f inal that satisfies 

~ f .  Thus, every such interval satisfies f .  If  minimum returns some value k, then the 
interval found by minimum can serve as a counterexample to the checked property. 
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6 A Distributed Real-Time System 

In this section we analyze a distributed real-time system using the techniques presented 
in this paper. This is a complex and realistic application, its components are existing 
systems and protocols that are actually used in many real situations. The example 
consists of three main components, a FDDI network, a multiprocessor connected to this 
network and one of the processors in the multiprocessor, the control processor [26]. 

Sensors Audio Video ... 

~DDI n e t w o r ~ k ~  

,~, 

F i==l I 
J r 

~ Sensor 
processor [ [ 

Fig. 2. System Architecture 

Tracking [ 
processor 

I Futurebus ~ip 

Control I 
processor 

The FDDI network is a 100Mb/s local/metropolitan area network that uses a token 
ring topology [3]. There are several stations connected to the network in the system. 
They generate multimedia and sensor data sent to the control processor, as well as 
additional traffic inside the network. The traffic in the network has been modeled as 
proposed in [26]. At every 16 timeunits the stations utilize the network as follows: 
video station, 6 units; audio station, 1 unit; and remainder network traffic, 8 units. 

In the multiprocessor, four active processors are connected through a Future- 
bus+ [18]. The first is the network interface, it receives data from the network and 
sends it to the control processor. The network interface uses the bus for 7ms at each 
time. A sensor processor reads data from sensors every 40ms. It buffers this data and 
sends it once every four readings to the tracking processor. The tracking processor pro- 
cesses this data and sends it to the control processor. Both sensor and tracking data use 
the bus for 3ms each. The deadline for sensor data to be processed is 785ms. Access 
to the bus is granted using priority scheduling. Priorities are assigned according to the 
rule: processors with shorter periods have higher priority. 

In the control processor there are several periodic tasks. The timing requirements 
for these tasks can be seen in figure 3. Priority scheduling is also used in the control 
processor, using the same priority a~ssignment rule. Two tasks in the control processor 
have special functions, 7-3 processes sensor data, and r5 processes multimedia data. 

Each of the components of the system (FDDI, network and control processor) has 
been implemented separately. No data is actually exchanged between the components in 
the model. Data has been abstracted out of the model, because data dependencies would 
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Process Vl 1"2 v3 ~'4 7-5 
Period 100 150 160 300 100 
Exec. time 5 78 30 10 3 

Fig. 3. Timing requirements for tasks in the control processor (times in ms) 

significantly increase the size of the model and the complexity of verification. However, 
while simplifying verification, abstractions can also introduce invalid execution se- 
quences. The constraints imposed by data dependencies significantly reduce the number 
of reachable execution sequences. In an abstract model such dependencies do not exist. 
We have used selective quantitative analysis to ensure that only execution sequences 
that are valid (and all such sequences) have been considered during verification. 

Using this model we have checked the deadline between a sensor reading in 
the sensor processor and the processing of this data by 7-3 in the control processor. 
This deadline is 785ms. Ideally, we would like to compute these time bounds using 
MIN{MAX} [ sensor_obs ervat ion, t3. finish ]. However, since in our model 

there is no synchronization between tasks, this would consider intervals in which t3  
finishes executing just after s e n s o r ,  without going through t r a c k .  To identify the 
valid intervals in the model, we must consider only intervals that satisfy the constraint: 

F(sensor.finish & F(track.start & F(track.finish & F t3.start))) 

This formula guarantees that the correct ordering of events is maintained during verifi- 
cation. We have computed the time between sensor observation and 7"3 processing to be 
in the interval [197, 563], well within the deadline. However, by looking into the design 
we noticed a potential source for inefficiencies in the Futurebus. Using standard model 
checking techniques we then printed a counterexmnple for the longest response time. It 
confirmed our speculations. 

In this system both sensor and tracking processors access the bus periodically, 
sending data every 160ms. In the counterexample, however, data required two periods 
of 160ms to reach the control processor. It was sent by the sensor processor to the 
tracking processor, but this processor would only send it to the control processor in 
the next period. Further investigation of the model showed that this was caused by the 
priority order in which processors accessed the bus. The tracking processor had a higher 
priority than the sensor processor. This means that when the sensor processor sends data 
to the tracking processor, it had already used the bus for this period, and would only 
request access again in 160ms. We modified the design by changing the priorities, and 
the response time became [37, 403], an improvement of almost 50%. 

We have been also able to compare the performance of both designs using interval 
model checking. We have analyzed the behavior of the system between the time the 
sensor produces data until the time the tracking processor processes it. Bus utilization 
is inefficient in this interval if the bus is idle or a lower priority process is executing. 

Using interval model checking we have been able to check the LTL formula 
G ! (bus_idle I bus_granted = lower_priority) on the intervals between 
sensor finishing sending data and tracking sending its data to the control processor. The 
original design showed the existence of priority inversion, as expected. In the modified 
design, on the other hand, the formula above is true in all intervals under considera~ 
tion. Notice that the formula is clearly false outside these intervals. This shows that the 
modified design is optimal with respect to the prioritized utilization of the bus. 
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The modified design has a better response time, and is clearly preferred in this 
application. But in other applications this might not be true. There might be cases, 
for example, in which the tracking processor sends data to the sensor processor. In 
those cases the modified design is worse than the original one. This again shows how 
selective quantitative analysis and interval model checking can be used to analyze the 
different facets of a system. The designer can choose to optimize the behavior of a 
critical application, even if at the expense of a less critical one. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we have described a method that can produce both quantitative and qual- 
itative information about the behavior of a system. Quantitative analysis and model 
checking can be performed on state-transition graphs representing the system to be ver- 
ified. Moreover, the user can specify a subset of execution sequences satisfying a given 
property using an LTL formula, and verification is performed only on those paths (or in- 
tervals) that satisfy that property. The results produced can be used not only to determine 
the correctness of the system, but also to analyze (and optimize) its performance. 

We have used this method to analyze a real-time distributed system. This example 
shows how the proposed method can assist in understanding the behavior of complex 
systems. We have been able not only to check properties of the whole system, but also to 
analyze specific execution sequences of interest. This allowed us to uncover subtleties 
about the application that might have been very difficult to discover otherwise. We 
believe that this method can be of great use in analyzing and understanding other 
complex systems, as it has been in analyzing this one. 
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